
T-01
red hearts
with script
Floating hearts.
Dealt on an intimate
sea of love.

T-05
wing
A rustling of memory,
this wing, this fragment. 
Fallen to earth or rising 
upward, fast moving as 
thought. Floating us to 
that light and timeless
home of angels.

T-06
treble clef
Music marks a life.
It is a secret inner
motion. First note like a 
key, unlocking all the
history of the heart.

T-22
king
All the world is yours
to command.

T-32
ha
Nothing in life is
better than a good
laugh.

T-51
p & a
Paris, 18th Century
manuscript. Like a red 
jewel, shining in a
treasury of botanicals,
blooms this sensuous
sprawl of peony, Chinese 
symbol of wealth.

T-109
under stars
The woven music
of an unheard chord
mysteriously moves
the soul in us all.

T-175
seven of
hearts
Seventh heaven is near. 
It is here, in our heart.
Abiding.

T-236
union
True love deserves
neither honors nor
reproaches.

T-251
friendship
A friend dispels the
cold and warms
the soul.

T-258
iris royale
Elegant spirit
of regal splendor.

T-265
travellers
In days gone by we
explored that ancient
land, lost together
in an exotic blue
daydream.

T-275
aviator
This tiny visitor,
messenger of change,
bestirred from winter’s
dream to the work of 
a new season, and the 
passing of another page.

T-282
pierrot
I am but a fool playing
only for your love.
Spare me your applause, 
kind madam; one caress 
will be enough.

T-283
royal fern
Nature’s instrument
plays with a curious
flourish.

T-285
first kiss
This instant of magic;
too quick to catch,
intones a song too
beautiful to end.

T-298
screen passage
Portal to memories
past, and lingering
scents of long forgotten
gatherings.

T-300
medieval cross
Radiant cross casting
divine light upon
the four corners of
the world.

T-301
magnolia
She, most ancient of
all the blooms.
Nature’s sublime
adornment of strength
and beauty.

T-304
volare
Moonlit heavenly
creature, soars freely
as within a dream.

T-306
birth
Like the pure light of
morning, you came
into the world at just
the right time.

T-287
fabled bird
Majestic creature of
amethyst and gold!
Guardian of Paradise,
symbol of renewal.

T-294
dragon
Valiant protector of
good fortune,
keeper of the
eternal flame of
imagination.

T-296
secret garden
Beyond the mind’s
most rigid gates,
a secret garden of the
soul awaits.

T-281
ocean’s gift
And the ocean asks,
“Can it be true...that
in this world of
marvels, one’s as
wonderful as you?” 

T-215
grace
...mercy to our 
children’s children
forever.

T-191 & S-191
tree of life - 
evolution
Winter is the season
to dream the beginning.
Like this great tree we are 
all rooted in the earth.
Ever changing, ever growing.

T-123
french crest
Filled with the
invisible, the stone
remembers. Stained 
with the entire bone-
black distillation of 
time.

T-125
medieval tree
of life
Winter is the season to 
dream the beginning. Like 
this great tree we are all 
rooted in one earth, ever 
changing, ever growing.

T-170
rouen
Postmarked Rouen,
the first shipments
of prized soft-paste
porcelain.

T-162
pentimento
The ribbon of
memory marks every
artist’s journey.
Connecting past
to present in time’s
long book.

T-53
chess king
Strength and
strategy; qualities 
for the king
to play the game.

T-66
heart & crown
Crowning two hearts
joined in true love.

T-98
scarlet
Proud flower precious
as gold to sultans first
flame of spring.

T-104
white horse
The white horse,
shining spirit of
majesty. Faithful steed.
Linked by fable’s golden 
bridle, to all humankind.

T-45
piano keys
Bone white and black 
keys casting spells,
rising and falling, like
all the passions of
the heart.

T-41
paris
Like its own planet
Paris revolves
around love.
Centuries of iron
and stone repeating
the ancient story.

T-25
queen
Blessed with a
woman’s intuition
all the world
is yours to expand.

T-29
harlequin
Whimsy of the
Elizabethan jester 
captured in the curl of 
ornament.

T-308
compassion
A pure devotion to
all living things.

T-313
rockstar
Play straight from
the heart.

T-315
artist’s
signature

T-316
wisdom
Your brilliance
lights a path
through the dark
woods of the world.

T-317
tattoo
Love leaves a beautiful
mark on the soul.
Bold and indelible.

T-319
rosarium
A sacred garden
tended with love.

T-321
phoenix
Magnificence born
of chaos.

T-335
dolce vita
Sweetly, the winds of
summer play
as we dream the 
days away. 

T-340
halcyon
Your love can calm 
the prevailing winds,
create a safe harbour
in which new life 
may begin. 

T-345
hibiscus
Delicate beauty,
blooming with the 
warmth of a 
tropical sunset. 
Let your passion shine.

T-346
alabaster
A stone so pale as if 
to shine from within,
illuminating the home.

T-349
king of the
forest
Wise one, standing tall.
One to look up to,
to care for us all.

T-341
family
Born into a love that 
exceeds any distance. 

T-344
poseidon
Grasp your power
and command this wave.
You have the strength to
make a great change.

T-343
love in 
idleness
“...before milk-white,
now purple with 
love’s wound, 
And maidens call it 
love-in-idleness.”
- William Shakespeare

T-336
the key
Now and forever,
you hold the key.
You are part of my story
and will always be. 

T-337
tulips
Forever is not 
guaranteed,
but in this moment,
I wish for eternity. 

T-338
honeycomb
A framework of 
perfect design, 
small miracles
blessed with 
sweet nectar.

T-339
bliss
All of nature turns 
with grace
to see the light of 
love’s embrace.

T-324
instrument
As fall’s bright notes
descend upon the earth,
your song plays on 
in memory.

T-325
chivalry
To be kinder, greater,
more brave than 
is possible.

T-322
shadowplay
Darkness plays with light,
a delicate partnership.

T-350
joy
Joy is ours;
the freedom to 
build a dream, 
a lifetime to share it.

T-351
marigold
Rise each morning
simple and centred,
loving the sun.

T-352
crown of 
daisies
As a graceful garland 
of snow crowns the land, 
keep summer’s flowers 
close at hand.

T-353
everlasting
bloom
Love blooms in a garden 
of everlasting dreams. 

T-354
gentlemen
Men of true honour; 
royal in stature, 
pure of heart.
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T-363
mon ami
To walk with you at 
sunrise, run to you when 
darkness falls, 
in good faith and 
good humour,
‘tis my joy to heed 
your call.

T-369
red silk
“With time and patience 
the mulberry leaf 
becomes a silk gown.”
- Chinese Proverb

T-374
sweet rose
In her smile, 
there’s a glow;
a scent so heavenly it 
moves the soul.

T-379
shield
Armoured plates,
a balance between 
beauty, and strength 
within.

T-386
conquer
There are no 
limitations to life, 
only self-directed 
boundaries.
Unleash the holds and 
own your freedoms.

H-16
blessed
The Merciful will cause
the Temple to be rebuilt 
in its place, speedily in 
our day.

T-391
journey
In the universe we 
are connected,
the stars and 
planets aligned,
joining us together 
as one.

SB-02
rocket
Accelerate, go up,
explore! You’re bold, 
you’re bright,
you’re built to soar!

T-401
gatekeeper
We are the guardians of 
our choices; the directors 
of our lives.

T-402
benevolence
With compassion and 
empathy, we heal and 
renew.

T-403
chance
Like the roll of the dice,
our lives are directed
by strategy and luck.

T-404
red camellia
With the breath of
spring, we long for
nature’s colour; the 
flower of excellence
and passion.

T-405
comedy & 
tragedy
Balancing lessons to
learn and grow on life’s 
vibrant stage.

T-406
celtic tree 
of life
With the balance of 
strength and harmony, 
we are all connected in 
the circle of life.

T-407
sacred lotus
Spiritual reflection 
engages the purity of
the mind and body.

T-408
stability
Change is constant; 
steady are our values
and beliefs as the
world turns.

T-409
chess queen
Power and intuition; 
qualities for the queen
to rule the game.

T-410
hope
Anchored hearts give 
strength to hopes and 
dreams.

T-364
the messenger
From a faraway place,
you touch my soul
and I am forever changed.

T-370
nest
Designed of 
divine proportions,
in this sphere, life begins,
held in the arms of a love
without end.

T-375
warm embrace
In her eyes, a brave and
gentle wisdom.
In her heart, a loving 
home forever.

T-380
explorer
Led by forces unpredictable,
we navigate the lessons  to 
be learnt.

T-387
nature’s gift
The seed of goodness 
is the path to 
acceptance and love,
bringing our world 
together.

WP-01
love you
“The way to love
anything  is to realize
that it may be lost.” 
- Gilbert K. Chesterton

T-392
lineage
Marking the 
distinction of time,
the commemoration 
of our home, love, 
and family.

SB-03
sweets
How I love my sweets!
(You know I do)
but none, my sweet,
as much as you.

T-355
wild one
“Forget not that the 
earth delights to feel 
your bare feet and the 
winds long to
play with your hair.” 
- Khalil Gibran 

T-366
faith
Emerging in 
full bloom when
hope has 
washed away.

T-371
citron
The spice of life 
lies in its zest.
For its risks and 
their rewards,
once savoured, 
taste the best.

T-376
riverbank
Casting lessons of
strength and 
easy laughter,
forever bonded by
wild adventure.

T-381
sea’s garden
Ancient sanctuary 
of life, delicate and 
magical;  the colonies 
that decorate our 
seas.

T-388
knowledge
The root of my 
foundation; 
celebrated with life’s 
soaring exploration.

WP-02
dream away

T-393
resilience 
Brilliant light that 
illuminates the sky,
you are my force 
and strength.

SB-04
wish
“Today you are you,
that is truer than true.
There is no one alive 
who is youer than you.”
- Dr. Seuss, Happy 
Birthday to you

T-356
currency
How rich it is to love; 
to seek and to be found. 
This currency is ancient, 
it makes the world 
go ’round.

T-367
songbird
Pure joy in plain song,
echoing the rapture 
of spring.

T-372
tiny dancer
A fearless beauty
with a swift heart,
capable of 
amazing feats.

T-377
pursuit
A master of mystery
inks its journey’s path,
searching for its fate.

T-382
curiosity
Guiding me through the 
waters, unique as you are 
free: “My sweet friend,
where are you leading 
me?”

T-384
sentiment
Commitment and 
togetherness
protect the heart;
I believe in Love.

H-10
crown of thorns 
- bisque

An infinite moment;
survived through
forgiveness.

T-389
voyage
Life’s journey 
is exploring 
adventures and joy,
finding experiences 
to cherish.

“The future belongs  to 
those who believe in  the 
beauty of their dreams.”
- Eleanor Roosevelt

T-394
yin and yang
Celebration of our 
ever-changing selves,
transforming back and 
forth through time;
we become complete 
with one another. 

SB-05
the joker
“Fools rush in where 
angels fear to tread.”
- Alexander Pope

T-357
fortune
Worship strength 
and kindness over gold. 
Luck smiles on every 
corner of the home. 

T-368
traveller’s joy
Climbing ever 
upwards and free;
the flower of 
mental beauty.

T-373
metamorphosis
To surrender is a 
beautiful journey.
Unfurl your true glory.

T-378
masquerade
Chameleon of the sea;
we reveal who we are
in the moments we trust.

T-383
arm’s reach
Immortal soul of the 
sea, omnipotent and 
mysterious, reaching 
out to seize  the eternity 
of life.

T-385
friend
Old friend of mine,
thank you for the 
wisdom and observations. 
You are the magician  
and the prophet of 
good luck.

H-15
shalom
Welcome to my home.
Let us honour our lives
and our friendships.

T-390
armour
Belief in protection 
for all,
a shield of unity 
and love. 

SB-01
graceful swan
Find your flock,
and never hide
the natural grace with
which you fly.

T-395
hanami 
Cascading through 
space and time, 
blossoms fall gracefully.
Elegant and pure, 
faithful to the earth.

SB-06
lullaby 
“Lullaby and goodnight,
thy mother’s delight
bright angels beside
my darling abide.”
- Johannes Brahms

Z-01*
capricorn 
The Sea-Goat
Earth Sign
Patient, ambitious,
perservering,
authoritative, self-reliant.

SZ-12*
sagittarius
The Archer
Fire Sign
Adventurous, persuasive,
expansive, philosophical,
optimistic.

“Being a hero doesn’t 
mean  you’re invincible. 
It just means that  
you’re brave enough to 
stand up  and do what’s 
needed.” – Rich Riordan, 
The Mark of Athena

WP-03
brave hero
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* All Twelve Zodiac signs are
available in the regular and 
silver finish. Please visit our 
website for full meanings.

These pieces will be retiring on 
June 30th, 2017 at 4pm PST.R


